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The basic method of constructing wavelets is by means of a multiresolution
approximation of U(R). In this paper we present a class of multi resolution
approximations for which the associated scaling function has a simple cardinal
interpolating property. We present the construction of such multi resolutions and
discuss the symmetry, decay, and regularity properties of the associated scaling
functions and wavelets. {', 1994 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wavelets have recently received a great deal of attention in such areas as
signal processing and image processing. In its simplest form, a wavelet is a
function !/I such that the family

j, kEZ,

forms an orthonormal basis for LZ(R). Examples of such !/I have been
constructed for which the !/Ij. k also form bases for such function spaces as
the Sobolev spaces H'(R). Moreover, wavelets naturally exhibit a marked
degree of spatial and frequency localization, which accounts for much of
their utility.

A simple and elegant way both to construct wavelet bases and to com
pute the wavelet expansion of a function is by means of a multiresolution
approximation [1, 6, 8]. A multi resolution approximation M of L 2(R) is a
sequence (V;), jEZ, of closed subspaces of L 2(R) such that

(1) V;cVj + l ,

(2) U/:~ _cL V j is dense in V(R) and nr== 'l: V;=O,

(3) !(x)EVj ¢>!(2x)EVj + 1 ,
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(4) f(x)EVi~f(x-2-jk)EVi' and

(5) There exists a function gEVo such that the family (g(X-k))kEZ
forms a Riesz basis for Vo.

Of paramount importance is the following consequence of condition (5):

(5') There exists a function ¢ such that the family (¢(x - k) h" Z

forms an orthonormal basis for Vo '

The function r/J is called the scaling function associated with the multiresolu
tion. In this notation the index j indicates scale while the index k indicates
spatial location.

The scaling and translation properties (3) and (4) imply that the family

kEZ,

forms an orthonormal basis for Vi' From ¢ we construct the wavelet !{J.
In this paper we will study multiresolution approximations of L 2(R) for

which the associated scaling functions rp are continuous and have the
following cardinal interpolation property. For k E Z,

rp(k)=b(k)={I,
0,

if k=O,

if k 1=0.

We will call a multiresolution for which the scaling function rp is
continuous and satisfies this interpolation property a cardinal interpolating
multiresolution. Such multiresolutions are also discussed in [5].

The main result of this paper is the construction of examples of inter
polating multiresolutions. We will give a simple condition which will allow
us to construct examples of cardinal interpolating multiresolutions and we
will study some of their properties. We will also show how to construct
cardinal interpolating multi resolutions from other multiresolutions. We will
construct examples of cardinal interpolating multiresolutions from the
spline multiresolutions of Battle and Lemaire [4] and from the compactly
supported multiresolutions of Daubechies [2].

These constructions will produce families of cardinal interpolating
multiresolutions for which the scaling functions rp and wavelets lfI are real
valued, exponentially decaying functions which can be designed to have an
arbitrarily high degree of smoothness and an arbitrarily large number of
vanishing moments. As we will discuss in Section 9, such interpolating
multiresolutions provide an attractive and natural way of computing from
sampled data the initial projection needed for Mallat's cascade wavelet
transform algorithm [7].

We begin in Section 2 with a brief review of some properties of multi
resolutions that we will need. In Section 3 we present the condition which
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allows us to construct cardinal interpolating multiresolutions. In Sections
4-7 we discuss some of the restrictions that the interpolation property
places on the multiresolution. In Section 8 we show how the interpolation
condition leads to some interesting relations involving the values of the
scaling function (/> and the wavelet 'P. In Section 9 we discuss the vanishing
moment properties of interpolating multiresolutions.

The main results of this paper are contained in Sections 11-13. There we
show how an arbitrary multi resolution can be used to construct a cardinal
interpolating multiresolution and we investigate the properties of the car
dinal interpolating multiresolutions so constructed. In Sections 12 and 13
we present two families of cardinal interpolating multiresolutions.

To prevent any confusion over normalization, the definition of the
Fourier transform we use in this paper is

j(w) = fX dxf(x) e- iwx
.

-oc

Its inverse is then

f(x)=~f' dw/(w)ei<ox.
2n:. oc

For a generic multiresolution we will use the symbols ¢J and t/J for the
associated scaling function and wavelet. We will reserve (/> and 'P for
the scaling functions and wavelet associated with a cardinal interpolating
multiresolution.

2. MULTIRESOLUTION ApPROXIMATIONS

In this section we will review those features of multiresolution approxima
tions (or multiresolutions, for short) which we will need. For a fuller
discussion of this subject, we refer the reader to [1,6,8].

Following A. Cohen [1], we will say that a multiresolution is regular if
the scaling function <jJ(x) decays so quickly that (l + Ixl)" </J(x) E L2(R) for
all n ~ O. If a multiresolution is regular, then its properties are contained
in what we will call the scale-transition filter H( w). This is a function
which describes how to pass between two levels Vi and Vi + L of the multi
resolution.

Since ¢J(xj2) E V _I C Yo, we have

~<jJ(~)= f hk¢J(x-k),
2 2 k~-x

640/76/2-4
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where
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(I)

We define the scale-transition filter H(w) to be

H(w)= L hkc
ik

"';

k = '."f~'

then

¢(2w) = H(w) ¢(w). (2)

H(w) is C r
, because of the decay rate of~. Since (~(x-k))kEZ forms an

orthonormal family, H(w) satisfies

H(O) = I,

IH(wW + IH(w + n)1 2 = 1.

As a consequence of (2) we have the fundamental relation

x

¢(w) = n H(2 kW).
k ~ 1

From (3) and (5) we see that ~ has unit mean

¢(O)=1.

In order to define the wavelet r/J, we first define the filter G(w) by

G(w) = C iw H(w + n).

The wavelet r/J is the defined via

~ (W) ~ (w)r/J(w)=G "2 r/J "2 .

3. THE INTERPOLATION CONDITION

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

We define an interpolating multiresolution to be regular multiresolutiol1
for which the scaling function rp is real-valued, continuous, and satisfies

rp(k) = b(k). (9)
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We should remark that the structure of multi resolutions places a prIOrI
restrictions on the kinds of interpolation properties we might consider. One
property of multiresolutions is that the scaling function cfJ necessarily
satisfies

f~

L cfJ(x-k)= 1.
k = - 'l"~

(See [8].) In particular, we must have

'l:

L cfJ(k)=l.
k~ -''l:'

This property limits the interpolation condition we might hope to impose
on the scaling function. In view of this restriction the condition (9) is
not only the simplest interpolation property but the most natural for
multi resolutions.

We will derive conditions on the scale-transition filter H(w) under which
the associated scaling function cfJ has the interpolation property (9). We
begin with the following well-known formula [8]: Suppose f, JELl, and
let F(w)=L;~_fJ(w+2kn). Then FEL ' [O,2n] and

,-y~ ,x'

F(w)= L J(w+2kn)= L f(k)e- ikw
•

k=--y~: k=-:f>

In the case of an interpolating multiresolution the preceding relation
reduces to

xc

L <P(w + 2kn) = l.
k=-,x~,

Now suppose that H(w) is the scale-transition filter associated with the
multiresolution. Since <P(2w) = H(w) <P(w),

-.,,- :::F.-

L <P( 2w + 2kn) = L H(w + kn) <P(w + kn) = l.

Now break up the sum over even and odd k. Since H is 2n-periodic,

~ x

H(w) L <P(w+2kn)+H(w+n) L <P(w+n+2kn)
k= -y~ k="f_

= H(w) + H(w + n).

Thus H must satisfy the relation

H(w) + H(w + n) = 1. ( 10)
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The condition (10) is sufficient to generate an interpolating multi
resolution under certain other assumptions on H(w). This is the import
of the following theorem, which is a simple elaboration on the sufficient
conditions concerning the construction of a multiresolution from a scale
transition filter H(w) in [I, 6].

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose H( w) has the following properties:

H(w) is eX! and 2rr-periodic,

H(O) = I,

IH(w)1 2 + IH(w + rrW = I.

H( (JJ) io° for all WE [ - 11,/2, 11,/2], (11 )

(12 )

(13 )

(14 )

Define

X!
&(w)= n H(2 kW ).

k~1

(A) Then C/J defines a regular multiresolution of L 2(R). The function
&(w) is the Fourier transform of a fimction C/J(x) such that (C/J(x - k))k E Z

is an orthonormal hasis for a closed suhspace V 0 of L 2(R), and
(I + Ixl)1I C/J(x) E L 2(R) for all n ~ 0.

(8) If, in addition, & is integrahle and H(w) satisfies

H(w) + H(w + rr) = 1,

then l/> is continuous and defines a cardinal interpolating multiresolution.

We will need the following lemma for the proof of this theorem. This
lemma is a slightly generalized restatement of Lemma 2 in [6].

LEMMA 3.2. Suppose m(w) is a continuous 2rr-periodic function sati5fying

m(w)+m(w+rr)= 1.

For k? I define mk(w) to he

{

m (~) m (~) .. ·m (~),
mdw)= 2 4 2

0,

Then for all k ~ I we have

if Iwl ,,; 2krr,

if Iwl > 2krr.

if n=O,

if n io 0.
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Part (A) of Theorem 3.1 is contained in [1,6]. The proof of part (B)
uses the techniques from the proof of part (A).

Proof We must show that tfJ(k)=b(k). Since i>EL\ tfJ is continuous,
and it makes sense to speak to the pointwise values tfJ(k).

Define

~ {H(~) H(~) ... H(~),
tfJk(w) = 2 4 2

0,

Applying Lemma 3.2 we see that

r .dw i>k(W) eillw = 2n b(n).
-'X;

We now will apply the dominated convergence theorem to conclude the
same about i>.

The conditions (12), (13), and (11) imply there exists a lower bound
c > 0 such that for all WE [ -n, n],

leP(w)l~c.

(See [1] or [6] for a proof.) For Iwl :(; 2k n we have

i>(w) = cbdw) i> (;).

~ 1
ItfJdw)1 :(;-ltfJ(w)l·

c
( 15)

Since i>k(W) = 0 for Iwl > 2kn, (15) holds for all w. Since we assumed that
i> is integrable, we may apply the dominated convergence theorem to
conclude that

1 fe"cP(n) =-2 .dwcb(w)einw=b(n). I
n -x

4. RESTRICTIONS ON THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF H

In this section we will summarize the conditions we need to impose
on the real and imaginary parts of the filter H( w) in order to produce a
cardinal interpolating multiresolution. These conditions will be used in
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Section I t, where we will present a large class of cardinal interpolating
multiresolutions.

The filter H( w) must satisfy the two conditions

H(w)+H(w+n)=1

IH(w)!2 + IH(w + nW = I.

These yield IH(w )/2 - Re H(w) = 0, or

IH(w)-!I=~.

Let H(w) = a(w) + ih(w). Then (18) leads to the relation

h2(w ) = a(w ) - a2(w).

(16)

(17)

(18 )

( 19)

In addition, in order to satisfy (16), a(w) and h(w) must also satisfy

a(w)+ a(w+ n) = I,

h(w) + b(w + n) = 0.

Finally, if C/J is real, then H(w) = H( - w), so a and h must satisfy

a( (t) ) = a( - w),

b(w) = -b( -OJ).

(20)

(21 )

(22)

(23)

Conversely, it is easy to see from the definition of & that if a and h satisfy
the two preceding relations then C/J will be real.

5. MISSING FOURIER COEFFICIENTS

The scale-transition filter H( OJ) associated with a cardinal interpolating
multiresolution has the following curious property: All but one of the
"even" Fourier coefficients of H(w) vanish. If H(OJ)=I.;~ -x hkeikw, then

x.. 'Xi oc

I hkeikw + I hkeik(w+7f)= I 2h2kei2kw= I.
k= ,y~, k=--,x k=-,-x.

Thus

h _ {1/2,
2k - 0,

if k=O,

if k#O.
(24)

In view of (I), this can be interpreted in terms of orthogonality relations
between ¢J(xI2) and the family (¢J(x-k»kEz'
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6. ASYMMETRY OF <!>
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The scaling functions associated with cardinal interpolating multi
resolutions have an annoying lack of symmetry. In fact, the interpolating
scaling function <!> cannot be symmetric with respect to the origin.
Suppose that <!>(x) is symmetric with respect to the origin. Then the
Fourier coefficients hk of H(w) are symmetric in k: hk=h -k' Accordingly,
H(W)=L;-~_x hkeikw is purely real, so

(1m H(W))2 = a(w) - a2(OJ) == O.

Since a(w) is continuous we must have either a == 0 or a == I. Since
H(O)= 1, it follows that a(OJ)== 1, which contradicts the condition
a(OJ)+a(w+n)= 1.

7. NON-EXISTENCE OF COMPACTLY SUPPORTED

INTERPOLATING MULT/RESOLUTIONS

The condition (18) restricts the values of H(w) to lie on the circle
{( E C: /( - 1/21 = 1/2}. As a consequence, the only compactly supported
multiresolution with the interpolation property <!>(k) = b(k) corresponds to
the Haar basis, for which the scaling function is not continuous.

To prove this, we first note the following fact. If p«() is a polynomial and
Ip(OI = I for alii" = I, then p(O=c(n for some n~O and lei = I (see, for
instance, [9, 65, Part VI]). Now suppose that H(w) has a finite Fourier
expansion, as required by Daubechies' characterization of the scale
transition filters associated with compactly supported multiresolutions [2].
Then H(OJ) = p(ei

"') for some polynomial p, and from (3), (18), the
aforementioned fact about polynomials, and (24), we see that

H(w)-1= 1ei"'"

for some odd n. The only such choice of n that leads to a multiresolution is

H( OJ ) = 1+ ~ eiw
,

which generates the Haar basis (see [I]).

8. VALUES OF <!> AND 'P AT DYADIC POINTS

For cardinal interpolating multiresolutions there exist simple identities
for the values of cP(k2- J) and 'P(k2-- J ) for any j, kEZ.
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Since cP(2w) = H(w) cP(w), for j~ I we have

11>(2/w) = H(2/- l w) 11>(2;-I W) = ... =L(( H(2 kw)] l1>(w).

Let cP/ (x)=cP(2- l x). Forj~l we have

J>1(w) = 2)J>(2 iO)) = 2/ [I~( H(2kW)] J>(OJ).

Since H is 2n-periodic,

Because rf; is associated with a cardinal interpolating multiresolution,
this expression reduces to a particularly simple form. Since cP satisfies (9),
we have

oc oc j-l

I cP(k2-})e- ikp,= I J>;(w+2kn)=2) f1 H(2kw).
k~-'J) k=-'J) k~O

From this relation the values cP(k 2-) can be computed in terms of
the Fourier coefficients of a finite product. This identity has another inter
pretation. The substitution OJ +- 2-)w yields

x 1
2-1 L cP(k2-)e ik2 -

JW = n H(2- kw).
k=-,x k~l

(25)

On the left-hand side we have a rectangular rule approximation to cP(w),
while on the other side we have a truncated product approximation
to cP(w).

Similarly, from (8) one obtains the identity

'x' i- 2

L lJ'(k2-) e - ik(u = 2)G(2) -lW) f1 H(2kw), j~ 2,
k~-w k~O

for the associated wavelet lJ', from which one can compute the values
lJ'(k 2 -I) and derive a formula similar to (25).

9. VANISHING MOMENTS

In Sections 12 and 13 we will show how to construct cardinal inter
polating multiresolutions for which the scaling functions cP can have
arbitrarily high numbers of vanishing moments. In this section we relate
the property of vanishing moments to the scale-transition filter H(OJ).
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For an arbitrary multiresolution the number of vanishing moments of
the scaling function ¢J and the wavelet l/J is related to the flatness of the
scale-transition filter H(w) at w = O. First note that if H(w) E C f

., then
~(W)ECC£ and ~(W)ECc£. Moreover, from (2) and (8) we see that

(26)

and

(27)

Recall also that H«2k + 1) n) = 0 for all k E Z because of (3) and (4), so we
can write H(w) in the form

N W
H(W ) = cos 2' m(w ),

for some NEZ and some function m(w).
In the case of a cardinal interpolating multiresolution, H(w) also satisfies

the interpolation condition (16):

H(w) + H(w + n) = 1.

Consequently, for N ~ 1 we have

(28)

This leads to the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 9.1. Suppose that H(w) is the scale-transition filter for a
regular cardinal interpolating multiresolution I and suppose that

W
H(w)=cos N 2'm(w),

where m(w ) E C Y••

Then

for 1~k~N-l

for 0 ~ k ~ N - 1.
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Proof The moment integrals make sense because of the rapid decay of
ct> and IfF. The presence of the factor cosN(w(2) means that

dkH
-(n)=O for O~k~N-l.
dw k

The proposition now follows from (26), (27), and (28). I
One useful consequence of the vanishing moments of ct> is the following

error estimate. Suppose that IE U(R) n C'V( R) and that I( N)( x) is
bounded, and that we have a cardinal interpolating multiresolution for
which the scaling function ct> is exponentially decaying and has at least
N - 1 vanishing moments in the sense of Proposition 9.1. Given Ax> 0,
rescale ct> by defining

ct>,jxlx) = (Ax) .. 1/2 ct> (~).
Ax

The family ct> dAx - k Ax), k E Z, is an orthonormal basis for a subspace
Vgx of L2(R); this family of functions can be used to define a multiresolu
tion of U where translation by k is replaced by translation by k Ax.

Now compute the coefficients dk of the projection of I into vg" the
subspace spanned by the ct><1Ax-k Jx), kEZ. Because of the vanishing
moment properties of ct>, we have

dk = Idxf(x) ct>/l'(X - k Ax)

[

N IP")(kJx) II (N) ]

= Idx f(kJx)+ II~I n! (x-kAx) +R (x) ct>AAx-kAx)

=Idx [i(k Jx)+ R(N)(X)] ct> /I ,(x - k Ax).

Recall from (6) that the scaling function dJ has unit mean. Thus

Jdxf(k Jx) dJjAx-k Ax)= (AX)I/2 I(k Ax).

Meanwhile, for the remainder term R N we obtain

II dx RIN)(X) ct>A\(x-k AX)I ~ K Sdx IdJAAx-k Ax)llx-k AxI N.

Since ct> is assumed to be rapidly decaying (see Section 2), it follows that

If dx R( N )(x) ct> ,jx(X - k AX)I ~ K'(Ax)N + 1/2.
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Comparing the interpolating approximation offin vg x
,

CL

2: (Llx) li2 f(kLlx)cP LlAx-kLlx),
k= -,Xl

and the exact projection of f into the subspace Vgx,
x

f(x)::-::, I dkcPJAx-kAx),
k = - cr._,

189

We see that the first approximation interpolates the values f(k Llx), while
the error in each coefficient is bounded by

Because of this estimate, interpolating multiresolutions provide an
arguably natural way of computing from sampled data the initial projec
tion needed for Mallat's cascade wavelet transform algorithm [7]. We can
interpolate the samples values while deviating from the exact projection
with a controllable error.

10. A TECHINICAL LEMMA

In this section we prove a lemma which we use to prove exponential
decay for the multiresolutions we construct.

LEMMA 10.1. Suppose that for WE R, B(w) is 2n-periodic, real-analytic,
0(0)= I, and IO(w)1 ~b>O.

Then 61(0 = n;:~ I B(2 -kO is analytic on some strip r = {( E C: 11m (I <,.}
containing the real axis. Furthermore, there exists a constant A such that if
(Er, wER, and I(-wl <r, then 161(01 ~A le(w)j.

Proof Since B(w) is real-analytic and 2n-periodic, O«() is analytic on
some strip Q = {( E C: 11m (I < R}. Because 0(0) = 1, if K cc Q is compact,
then we can find CK > 0 such that for all (E K,

11-0(2- kOI ~ C K 2- k
.

This ensures that the infinite product defining e(0 converges uniformly on
compact subsets of Q, so 61 is analytic on Q.

To establish the bound on 61(0, we first define for WE R

. O'(w)
I.(W) = B(w)'

T'

A(w) = 2: 2 -kJc(2 -kW ).
k~l
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Let Q' c Q be a strip which contains the real axis and on which fJ( () -# 0;
such a strip exists since O(w) is be-periodic, real-analytic, and O(w) -# 0 for
wER. Then ),(0 is analytic on Q'. Moreover, since fJ(w) is 2n-periodic,
O'(w) is bounded, and so the sum defining A(w) is uniformly convergent
and extends analytically to Q'.

Since 2(w) is 2n-periodic, we may write A(w) = :L:'= .. x Ak eikw
. Because

of the analyticity of 2 on Q', for some aE (0, I) and f3 > 1, independent of
k, we have the bound

With these definitions,

By Leibniz' rule, for n;?: 1 we have

We will now bound gIJl)(w). We claim that for some constant}' > 0,
independent of w,

(29)

First note that

From the identity

f
er. n!xne d.'(= __

o . a,,+l

and Stirling's formula we can derive the estimate

for some " ;?: 1 which is independent of n. Consequently,
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The proof of (29) now proceeds by induction. To begin, observe that

18'(w)1 = l(w)118(w)! ~~ 18(w)!.
a

Now suppose that for k = 0, ..., n - I,

"k

j8(k)(W)! ~k!~ 18(w)l.
a

Then

which establishes (29).
Then for any WE R,

(30)

If /( - wi < a/y, then the latter infinite sum is convergent and bounded
independently of w. Thus there exist a strip r = {( E C: 11m (I < r}
containing the real axis, and a constant A, such that if ( E r, WE R, and

" - wi < r, then

\8(01 ~ A \8(w)l. I

11. A METHOD TO CONSTRUCT INTERPOLATING MULTIRESOLUTIONS

In this section we give a method of constructing an interpolating multi
resolution I given another multiresolution M. Recall from Section 4 that
for an interpolating multiresolution I the filter H,(w) = a(w) + ib(w) is
determined once we define its real part a(w). The real part a(w) must
satisfy

a(w) + a(w + n) = I.
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Happily, examples of such functions a(w) are associated with any multi
resolution M. Suppose that H M(W) is the associated scale-transition filter;
then

IHM (w)1 2 + IHM(w + nW = 1.

Thus we might take as a candidate for a(OJ) the function 'HM(w)' 2.

Such a choice of a(OJ) has the following attractive feature. Suppose that
¢J is the scaling function associated with the multiresolution M. Then from
(19) we see that

(31 )

Consequently,

cc, ~£

1&(w)1 = n IH,(2 kw)1 = n /HM(2 k w)1 = 1<P(w)!.
k=l k=l

The scaling function of the interpolating multiresolution I is as smooth as
the scaling function of the multiresolution M used to construct it, at least
as measured by the decay of the Fourier transform.

In the same sense, the wavelet of the interpolting multiresolution I is as
smooth as the wavelet of the multiresolution M used to construct it. The
wavelets are defined by (8) in terms of the filters

GM(w)=ei<o HM(w+n)

G,(w) = e i<o H,(w + n).

From (31) we see that IGdw)1 = IGM(w)l, so

As we shall see, interpolating multiresolutions so constructed inherit
most of the properties of the multiresolution used to construct them. This
gives us tremendous latitude in the design of interpolating multiresolutions.
We will present two classes of interpolating multiresolutions, one based on
the spline multiresolutions of Lemarie and Battle and one based on the
compactly supported multiresolutions of Daubechies. In both cases the
resulting scaling function ([J and wavelet 'P are exponentially decaying
and have the same smoothness as the multi resolutions used in their
construction.

There is one restriction that arises in the construction of an interpolating
multiresolution from an arbitrary multiresolution. This restriction arises
in order to assure sufficient smoothness of H,(w). We want H,(w) to be
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C Cf. in order that the associated scaling function and wavelet are rapidly
decaying as in the definition of a regular multiresolution in Section 2.
In the examples we will present, H M(w) has the form

IHM(WW=COS2N~Im(wW,

where Im(wW is an even, 2n-periodic function and Im(wW>O for all
OJ E R. N ow construct a(w) as described above:

From (19) and (21) we have

b2(w) = a(w)( 1- a(w)) = a(w) a(w + n)

We want to define b(w) so that it is continuous and satisfies b(w) +
h(w + 11) = O. Accordingly, we must define h(w) to be

b _ {SinN(w/2) cosN(w/2) Im(w)llm(w + n)l,
(w)- O"(w) sin N (w/2) cosN(w/2) Im(w)llm(w+n)l,

where 0"(w) is the 2n-periodic function

N odd

N even,

{
I,

O"(w) =
-1,

O~w<n,

n~w<2n.

If N is even, then H(w) cannot be ex. This limits the decay of the
associated scaling function ifJ and the wavelet '1'; we cannot expect ifJ and
'I' to have more than polynomial decay. For this reason we will limit our
attention in the remainder of this paper to the case where N is odd. The
constructions we present can be carried out in the case where N is even,
however, yielding multiresolutions that are not regular in the sense of
Section 2. Numerical calculations indicate that the difference in the
asymptotic rate of decay between the case N even and N odd is not really
noticeable.

THEOREM 11.1. Suppose that ¢J(x) is a real-valued scaling function such
that (l+lwl)lH¢{W)EL'{R) for some x>O, and the associated
scale-transition filter has the form

H M(W) = e- il"'i2) cos N (~) m{w),
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where N is odd, m(w) is 2n-periodic and real-analytic, and m(w) =I- 0, for all
wER.

Define

Then

.( '~) Im(w)/ (N W . NW )O(w)=e1W
,- -- cos -jm(w)l+ism -lm(w+n)1 .

mew) 2 2
(32 )

(33)

defines a regular multiresolution with scaling function ep and wavelet tp with
the following properties:

(I) Reality. ep and tp are real-valued.

(2) Smoothness. ep and tp are as smooth as ¢ and l/t in the sense that
for ()) E R,

IcP(w)j = 1~(w)l,

I«P(w)1 = !!/I(w)l.

If m is an integer for which 0 ~ m < 0:, then ep and tp are em functions.

(3) Interpolation. l/J is continuous, and l/J(k) = b(k).

(4) Exponential decay. r/J and tp are exponentially decaying. If m is an
integer for which 0 ~ m < ex, then for some C> 0 and [; > 0,

(5) Vanishing moments. l/J and tp have vanishing moments,

f dx xkp(x) = 0

for 1~k~N-I,

for 0 ~ k ~ N - 1.

Proof First we must check that H.(w) defines a multiresolution.

(i) H,(w) is 2n-periodic and eeL because of the hypotheses on
mew).

(ii) Since HM(O)= 1, m(O)= 1, so H.(O)= 1.

(iii) Note that

IO(w )1 2 = COS
2N ~ Im(w W+ sin 2N ~ Im(w + n)1 2

= IHM(wW + IHM(w + n)1 2 = 1.
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/H,(wW + /H,(w + nW = IHM(wW + IHM(w + nW = 1.

(iv) Since IH,(w)1 = IcosN(wI2)llm(w)l, we see that IH,(w)1 ~ 0 for
WE [-nI2, nI2].

Theorem 3.1 then tells us that H,(w) defines a multiresolution.
Now we proceed to the proof of points (l )-(4).

(I) To prove that ifJ and 'P are real, it suffices to show that
H,(w) = H,( -01). Since ¢J is real-valued, it follows that HM(w) = H M( -01),
whence m(w) = m( -01). As a further consequence, Im(w)1 is even and 2n
periodic; so Im( -01 + n)1 = Im(w + n)\. Then

.. Im(-w),( 01 .' 01 )e( -01) = e-'(OJ/21 cos N-Im( -01)1 -[ smN -Im( -01) + n)/
m( -01) 2 2

.. Im(w)l( OJ . OJ )= e-·(OJ
i
2
1-=- cos N-lm(OJ)I- i smN -Im(w + n)1

m(w) 2 2

= 8(01).

Thus

(2) We have shown that /H,(w)1 = IHM(w)l, so part 2 immediately
follows.

(3) Since JELl, part (2) tells us that 4>EL 1
, so ifJ is continuous. To

establish the interpolation identity ifJ(k) = 8(k) we need to check that
H,(w)+H,(OJ+n)= 1. We have

H,(w) + H,(w + n) = COS 2N i Im(w)1 2 + i sinN icos Ni 1111(w)1

x 1111(w + rr)1 + sin 2N i 1111(w + rrW

- i sinN iCOS Ni Im(w)llm(w + n)1

= IHM(w)1 2 + IHM(w+rr)1 2 = 1.

(4) We will use the following fact to prove the exponential decay
[3]. If u(0 is analytic on some strip T in C containing the real axis and
if u(O=O(!(I- Il +/il), fJ>O, as (-+00, (ET, then for some C and £>0,
lu(x)\ ~ Ce- e Ixl.

64017612-5
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x ,~

&(w)= TI 8(2 kw )HM (2 -kW)=~(W) TI 8(2- k ). (34)
k ~ I k ~ 1

Since, by assumption, m(w) is real-analytic, Lemma 10.1 tells us that
x;

8(0 = n 8(2 -kO
k~1

is analytic in some strip F = {( E c: 11m (I < r}, and there exists A such that

18(w+iry)1 ~A IfII 8(2 -kW)I=A.

We can then apply the hypothesis (1+lwl)l+"~(W)ELX(R) and
Lemma 10.1 to find a strip T'eF for which (1 +lmlH~(()EVC(T').

Consequently, &(0 is analytic on the strip T' containing the real axis, and
&(0 = Oml (I H)) as (---+ if), (E F, so l/J is an exponentially decaying
function.

The decay of l/J', ... , l/J(m) consists of noting that for 0 ~ k :f; 111, (k,iJ( 0 is
analytic on r and is 0(1 (1- (I + Il)), f3 > 0, as ( ---+ (x; for ( E r. The proof of
the exponential decay of P, P', ..., plm

) follows the same lines.

(5) This is simply Proposition 9.1. I
Two remarks are in order concerning Theorem 11.1. First note that the

hypotheses of Theorem 11.1 imply that ¢J is an exponentially decaying function.
We also observe that (34) tells us something of the relation between

the original scaling function ¢J and the interpolating scaling function c[J

constructed from ¢J. We have

Writing e(W)=L:~ Y. 0kCik"" we see that 0(2 I W) is the Fourier trans
form of the distribution

X)

8A\")= I (hi5(x-k2- 1 ).

k= -w

Thus l/J derived from ¢J via an iterated convolution:

(35)

In view of (35), this corresponds to an iterated averaging of pointwise
function values, which should tend to have a smoothing effect.
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12. THE INTERPOLATING MULTJRESOLUTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH

THE SPLINE MULTIRESOLUTIONS
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In this section we will construct interpolating multiresolutions from the
spline multiresolutions of Lemarie and Battle. The spline multiresolution of
order m has the following properties (see [4]):

(1) The scaling function ffi and the wavelet tfr are both em - 2 splines.
On each interval [k, k + 1], k E Z, ffi is a polynomial of degree m - 1, while
on each interval [kI2, (k + 1)/2], k E Z, tfr is a polynomial of degree m - l.

(2) Both t/J and tfr are exponentially decaying. There exist C> 0 and
E > 0 such that

Iffi(x)j, 1t/J'(x)l, , 1t/J(m-2l(x)j:%; Ce-'Ix!

Itfr(x)l, Itfr'(x)!, , Itfr(m-2l(x)l:%; Ce- 11xl .

Let Hm denote the scale-transition filter associated with the Lemarie-Battle
spline multi resolution of order m. It has the form

Hm(w) = e - im(UJ/2l

where

1 d 2m - 2 1
E 2m(w) = (2m -I)! dw 2m - 2 4 sin 2(wI2)

P m ( cos 2
( wI2))

sin 2
( (12)

and the square root is taken in an analytic sense. Pm is a polynomial of
degree m and Pm ( cos 2((12) > 0 for all WE R. The scaling function t/J and the
wavelet tfr associated with the spline multiresolution of order Tn are given
by

For odd m we can construct an interpolating multiresolution using the
method described in Section 11. Set

( ) = IH ( )1 2 = 2m ~ Pm(cos
2
(wI2))

a W m W cos 2 (2)'P", cos W

b)
w. W Pm(cos2(wI2)) Pm(sin 2(wI2))

(w = cos'" - Slnm
-

2 2 P~,(COS2 w)
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FIG. I. Interpolating scaling function built from quadratic spline multiresolution, m = 3.

Then H1(w) = a(w) + ib(w) defines an interpolating multiresolution which
inherits the smoothness, decay, and vanishing moment properties of the
spline multiresolution. Applying Theorem 11.1, we obtain the following.

PROPOSITION 12.1. Suppose HI (w) is defined as above. Then HI(w )
defines a regular multiresolution for lvhich the scaling function C/J and wavelet
lfI have the following properties.

(I) The scaling function C/J and the wavelet lfI are both real-valued,
em -2 functions.

(2) C/J is continuous and C/J(k)=J(k).

(3) Both C/J and lfI are exponential~}' decaying. There exist C > a and
e' > a such that

1C/J(x)l, 1C/J'(x)l, , jC/J(m 21(x)l:::; Ce-c'lxl

IlfI(x)l, IlfI'(x)l, , IlfI(l1l 2'(x)l:::; Ce ,'Ixl

(4) Both C/J and lfI have vanishing moments:

and

fdx xk(/)(x) = a for k=I, ...,m-I,

for k = 0, ..., m - 1.

The scaling function ¢im(x) of the spline multiresolution of order m
approximates a lowpass filter for the frequency interval [ - n, n], which is
the Nyquist frequency associated with the sampling interval Ax = 1. In fact,
as m-+'X;, ¢m(w)-+X[-lt.lt](w), the characteristic function for [-n,n]
(see [4]). (Of course, the penalty for such spectral localization is that as
m -+ 00, the function ¢i(x) is less localized in space.)
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FIG. 2. Associated wavelet built from quadratic spline multiresolution, m = 3.

The interpolating scaling function rp", has the property that
1&",(w)1 = IJ",(w)l, so it, too, has most of its frequency content concen
trated in the interval [- n, n]. This may make rp", an interesting inter
polant for sampled functions, where there is an underlying assumption that
the data are band-limited.

Figures I and 2 show plots of rp and lJ' for the case 111 = 3.

13. THE INTERPOLATING MULTIRESOLUTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH

THE COMPACTLY SUPPORTED MULTIRESOLUTIONS

We can also build interpolating multiresolutions from the multiresolu
tions of Daubechies [2J, for which the associated scaling function ¢J and
wavelet t/J are compactly supported. The Daubechies multiresolution of
order N has the following properties:

(1 ) 1> and t/J are compactly supported.

(2) ¢J and t/J are smooth, in the sense that there exists IJ(N > 0 such
that

and

The scale-transition filter H N (w) for the Daubechies multiresolution of
order N has the form

H N(W) = [e i
(Wf2) cos iJN Q(e iW

),

where Q is a polynomial such that

and R is a member of a restricted class of odd polynomials. For our
construction we will choose the simplest possibility, R = O.
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FIG. 3. Interpolating scaling function built from Daubechies multiresolution, N = 3.

For odd N we start with HN(w) to define an interpolating multiresolu
tion. Define

h(w) = cos N ~ sinN ~ IQ(eiw)IIQ(ei(w+ "»)12 2 .

Now we can now appeal to Theorem 11.1 to define an interpolating multi
resolution from H ,(w) = a(w) + ih(w).

PROPOSITION 13.1. Suppose H,(w) is defined as ahove. Then H,(w)
defines a regular multiresolution for which the scaling function if> and wavelet
If' have the follOlving properties.

(1) If !Xlv is the exponent in Property (2) of the compact!.)' supported
multiresolution, then

and

(2) if> is continuous and if>(k) = b(k).

---,-

-f----
(\

/ \ ~
\ :; V

c.----

Cl

'"d
o
d

'"c?
-4 -2 o 2 4

FIG. 4. Associated wavelet built from Daubechies multi resolution. N = 3.
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(3) if> and lJ' both have vanishing moments:
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and

for k = I, ..., N - I,

for k = 0, ..., N - I.

(4) If m is an integer for which °~ m < CL N , then if> and lJ' are both
em. Moreover, if> , lJ', and t!leir derivatives are all exponentially decaying.
There exist C> 0 and E> 0 such that

!if>(x)l, Iif>'(xll, , 1if>(ml(x)1 ~ Ce-' Ixl

1lJ'(xll, 1lJ"(xll, , 1lJ'(m)(xl~ Ce.-fl'l.

Plots of if> and lJ' for the case N = 3 are given in Figs. 3 and 4. To the
naked eye, these appear to be a little smoother than the plots of r/J and t/J
for the compactly supported multiresolution of order 3 given in [2]. This
is what we might expect in view of the averaging effect discussed at the end
of Section 11.
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